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Introduction

This is to see is Neil is an alien. (Included in one of my quizzes)
I think so
But
Do you?
It might be a little short though
Crazy theory of Neil Armstrong

First Name: Neil
Last Name: Armstrong
Initial Frontwards: Neil A
Initial Backwards: A lieN

Uhh.....
Anybody see Alien?
Because I do
I'm pretty sure no illusions

Proof: First man on the Moon
That's in Outer Space
He is an astronaut but not a cosmonaut (difference)

Neil A is an A lieN
Alien
A lieN
Read it backwards (maybe write it on paper to remember)

Guys?
Y'all believe me?
Or y'all don't?

I know it's a weird thought.
Well that's all

But
Remember
Neil A
Could be an
Alien?
???

Tell me in comments what y'all think.
I am still thinking.